
School Council Meeting Agenda/Minutes

Date:  15.03.2024 - Vyner For the attention of: Mr Chiswell

Meeting Chair :- Mr Hart
Attendees
PE, YO’G, LMH, JAMESB, SH,JC, JK

Is anyone not able to attend the meeting? 
Ethan (Bolt), Arran (Bright), Callum (Turing), Drew (Absent),

Has everyone seen the minutes from the last meeting? 
Yes The council checked and agreed that the minutes

of the last meeting were correct.
Are these minutes OK? 

All in agreement.

First thing we are going to talk about: 
Top 10 trips James B - all you can eat buffet, circus, Arcains in

Liverpool
Ruby A - overnight stay somewhere
JK - Fishing, paintballing
JC - Blackpool Fair Ground, Dublin, Bowling, Hungry
Horse
Yan - tickets to a sporting event. Visit a bookstore
such as Waterstones in Liverpool.
LMH - Bon Pan or Yo Sushi

SIdenote - consideration should be given to those
with sensory needs such as loud noises and also the
safety of pupils and staff and the time it takes to
get there/back.

Attendance PE suggested phone calls home. DH informed the
council that phone calls home are made on the
day of absence if the pupil hasn’t informed school
why their off.



Yan - be given attendance badges. Ann Baird
Can you clarify how children can access a badge?
RA - feel that we are too harsh as a school on
sickness. DH clarified schools position on keeping
children in school - building resilience is important.

JB - suggested the re-introduction of hand-held
thermometers.

TAKE AWAY TALK - how can we improve
attendance across school?

Would anybody like to mention anything else? 
Y11 leavers trip - Yan - suggestion has been made
that Y11 access a residential visit to the Conway
Centre for their leavers trip. Children have
requested Mr B attends. CanGregory Chiswell
you provide a comment back to the council on this
please?

LMH - Some classrooms such as Bolt, Truth, Rashford
and Watson have been refurbished. Will the other
classrooms be refurbished too? DH informed the
council of the plan to put multi-media walls in the
rest of the rest of classrooms but discussed the
associated costs with this. Can we tidy the school
as it looks untidy - scratches on walls. They need
painting. Yan has asked that Anderson and Turing is
completed next so that they have theirs done
before exams/end of year. canGregory Chiswell
you provide an update on this please?

James B - College Courses and visits outside of
school to help us with our learning. Can we have a
more detailed programme of what is available in
the different year groups?

Date of next meeting? 19.04.2024
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